What is Theatre on Ice?
Theatre on Ice (TOI) is a form of competitive figure skating that is popular in Europe and growing
very quickly now in US, where it is known as Ballet on Ice. It combines the grace of figure skating
with the excitement of theater and dance. Teams consist of between eight and 30 skaters. The
programs are judged by regular Figure Skating judges and are evaluated on technical merit and
presentation with emphasis on originality, costuming, artistry and musicality.
Skaters and Clubs can experience great rewards by being part of a Theatre On Ice team.
Skaters receive the following benefits:





A chance to develop the dramatic side of their skating
A chance to be part of a team while continuing to use their technical skills
A chance to travel both locally and internationally
A chance to make new friends both in and outside of the club
Introductory Workshop

To better explain TOI, we will be holding a workshop to explain and demonstrate various
aspects of Theatre on Ice including the Rules & Regulations of the discipline. An
exhibition will also be provided by Sydney Ice Theatre from Penrith and Ice Storm from
Macquarie Ice Rink.
Proposed date for the Workshop is Sunday 26th June from 8.00 to 10.30am.
o 8.00 – Introduction with guest TOI Coach Linda Aubrecht
o 8.45 - Exhibitions by Sydney Ice Theatre and Ice Storm
o 9.00 – On ice practice
Entry fee will be payable to Macquarie Ice Rink as per normal session fee plus $10.00
per person for workshop attendance. Please register your interest by completing the
attached information form and handing it to Bec Linda or Slav. You can also email
iceskatercoach@gmail.com. Coaches are welcome to attend.
We look forward to seeing you on the ice!

If you are interested in joining a Theatre on Ice Team or would simply like to
learn more about it, please complete the form below with your details to
attend the introductory workshop being held at Macquarie Ice Rink on
Sunday June 26th.
Please return your expression of interest form to iceskatercoach@gmail.com
or by handing to Bec Rowe,Linda Aubrecht or Slav Baboshyn by MAY 30th
at the latest. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact
Bec, Slav or Linda at Macquarie or Penrith rinks.

FULL NAME: …………………………………………………………………...
E-MAIL: .........................................................................................................
TELEPHONE #: .............................................................…………………
AGE: ............... SEX: M / F
CURRENT SKATING LEVEL ………………………………………
Please note you will need to be taking regular tuition through the Aussie
Skate program or with an APSA Approved Coach as TOI does not replace
the need for regular tuition. Please also confirm with your Coach that they
consent to your attending the Workshop and potentially any ongoing
commitment being part of a TOI team may entail.
Thank you

☺

